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**Abstract**

This paper discusses the issue in the banking context, where the equilibrium between banking protection risk management and the IoT security threats that any bank will face today must be decided. The recommended solution involves an IoT risk assessment mechanism that quantifies risks based on real threats and combines them with financial regulation that any financial must comply with. The risk reduction approach is focused on values such as operation regulation, the preservation of information, and the accomplishment of security goals. Preventive IoT protection initiatives and approaches to enhance IoT protection in the banking setting are addressed in this article.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things is a collection of interrelated electronic systems, mechanical and automated appliances, artifacts, animals, or individuals with specific identifiers and the capacity to transmit data across a network without the requirement for human-to-human or human-to-computer contact [1].

A bank is a position that means a rather unnecessary degree of security because any consumer is affected by day-to-day banking transactions [2]. Banks have also been eager to adopt emerging technology and have recognized the ability of IoT banking to offer unprecedented rates of data and consumer knowledge [3]. Banks also spent significantly on IoT technologies, with banks holding an estimated IoT banking expenditure of $117.4 million, or around 0.4 percent of sales [4]. IoT banking aims to provide consumers with tailor-made programs, to give feedback and new deals daily of their purchase patterns.

The usage of IoT in banking would continue to be troubled by problems such as rising hacking, corruption and financial abuse, loss of consumer details and frustration, higher running costs, and elevated financial expenditure threats. It poses a significant burden for banking to meet with the criteria of Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) Consumer Knowledge Management and Certified Disclosure.
Management [5]. Breaches of customer’s information will be compounded under the Financial Services Act 2013 (FSA) [6].

Breaches happen every day, and James Comey, the director of the FBI, claims, "There are two kinds of American companies: those that have been compromised and those who don't realize it yet." Once hackers get unwelcome exposure to the Customer Information File (CIF), profits, liabilities/debts, and intellectual property, the consequences can be disastrous [7]. The adoption of a robust IoT risk model for banking is therefore very important today.

That is where IoT's risk model will help. The IoT risk assessment process will not only be carried out by technology experts, but also by the Chief Executive Officer. CEO's concerns will be around control:

1) What are the expectations of the clients? What are their standards?
2) What IoT devices/wearables are ready to use?
3) How will clients be informed of their privacy and protection concerns?
4) What should be done to increase consistency through the usage of company data?
5) How will privacy policies be made transparent and accessible to clients?

2. IoT in Banking

In the last 20 years, modern banks had to reconsider their way of working and their offering to adapt to these developments. IoT is one of the most significant resources for a bank to carry out a digital transformation [8]. Nowadays, consumers anticipate a lot of creativity from their bank and, in particular, from the latest digital one that will provide them with the correct services in their way [9].

Millions of computers are linked to each other, rendering them smart networks [10]. As these digital devices and systems exchange cloud data and begin to evaluate, they will change industry, life, and the environment in countless ways.

Figure 1 explains how IoT can be applied in banking by utilizing the Cloud Computing Network.
Customers use smart data access devices that allow banks to have a full view of consumer finances in real-time. Banks can predict consumer desires through data collection and provide strategies and guidance that can help consumers make reasonable and informed financial choices. In this sense, a bank will become a very effective facilitator to improve consumer satisfaction and, in effect, to attract more customers to the banks.

Throughout the interrelated environment, banks connect with customers and provide advice through their mobile phones. A common strategy should be adopted for consumer purchasing habits. There are many opportunities for banks to communicate with their customers by providing guidance and benefits in certain aspects of their life, not just financial ones. This will, in effect, increasing consumer satisfaction.

Here are the most IoT threats for the banking sector categorized by services:

**A. Wearables Banking**

Bank will give promotional alerts regarding new products and account balances while a customer is approaching a branch / ATM from wearable devices for instant updates [12]. Banks may also incorporate incentives offered by various merchants, based on the quality of the balance of the customer's account and locality.

Although the use of IoT has many advantages for the banking sector, IoT wearable banking equipment is of various types; it is manufactured by different manufacturers and needs different maintenance approaches. It is this lack of a popular standard that can lead to a flaw in the functionality of IoT; even though all manufacturers decide to use one basic standard, the question of technical problems will still have to be addressed.
B. Wealth management personalization

Use data mining techniques to produce insights into asset management is a standard procedure. The Internet of Things in banks can only increase the quality and pace of knowledge collection and expand the spectrum of accessible insights [13]. IoT-enabled wealth management applications can often warn consumers if their financial security is under attack.

On the other hand, IoT may produce large quantities of data, generating additional costs associated with the storing and securing of all those data. Organizations also don't have the systems available to test IoT data for errors and omissions, so data quality isn't always accurate. That is a project that needs to be planned separately.

C. Transaction automation

The usage of IoT in banking allows any payment process to be technically regulated. The technology would ultimately allow the 'Internet of Value'—a safe and regulated foreign trade ecosystem where all payments are managed by a smart sensor network and connected devices [14]. IoT should be a primary protection regulator here.

As a result, IoT has increases the unemployment rate. IoT technology reduces the dependency on human efforts as this technology automates work processes that require the human brain. As time goes on, banks, as well as other financial institutions, may cut the workforce as a result of this technology leading to a high increase in the unemployment rate which can harm so many countries' economies.

D. Chatbots

According to a survey by LivePerson, the production of Chatbot is gaining global prominence. Of the 5,000 people participating in the study, 38 percent ranked their overall view of Chatbot as favorable globally, and just 11 percent registered negative views of Chatbots, while 51 percent registered neutral attitudes [15]. The creation of Chatbot is also bursting the banking industry. This has the potential to simplify processes and therefore meet more consumers to have more friction-free banking experience [16]. For both of these apps, the creation of the chatbot is streaming and integrating with all of the bank's digital services.

The security risks to chatbot fall into two categories – threats and vulnerabilities. Threats a chatbot may pose include spoofing / impersonating someone else, data manipulation, and data theft [17].

E. Capacity management

One way to harness the potential of the Internet of Things is by improving capacity utilization in bank branches. Through gathering, storing, and exchanging customer data in real-time, branch managers may be able to monitor the number of customers entering the bank regularly, how much personnel is required to reach optimum performance, and how to automate the counters [18].
In 2018, multiple data breaches made headlines for compromising millions of people's data. These data breaches have stolen confidential information such as personal details, credit and debit card credentials, and email addresses. Hackers can now attack IoT devices like smartwatches, smart meters, and smart home devices to gain additional user and organizational data.

F. Transparency on customer data

The prospect of IoT in banking ensures that payment providers should be presented with accurate consumer data: loan debt and history, asset specifics and valuation, as well as product yields generated by the company (a critical consideration for agricultural companies dependent on financial services banks) [19].

Although the use of IoT technologies has so many benefits on banking, IoT however, is prone to hacking. There is a high risk of data and personal information regarding the customer’s privacy and security of funds being compromised through wearable “hacking.

As a result, banking institutions should have an enhanced decision-making mechanism for the issuance of loans. IoT-induced openness should offer some protection to banks as it reduces the possibility of dealing with poor debtors in the future. The data provided by IoT will provide, among other things, flexibility for banks that are usually struggling to provide.

3. Existing IoT Security Risk Management Model

Building on the interpretation of the dimensional concept of related technology and the vulnerability and life-cycle characteristics of information systems, this paper includes a dimension model of the process monitoring framework for IoT security risk management, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Digital protection risk assessment and control system three-dimensional model [20]

A. S-dimension

This aspect that controls objectives for the stabilization of the IS and its activities. The basic aim of S-dimension is to protect the secrecy, reliability, transparency of information systems, and activities. The tasks associated with S-dimension management goals include the following:

1) Define the security priorities and stages of the IoT program.
2) Establish risk quantification criteria.
3) Represent preparations for risk management.

B. R-dimension

The R-dimension is the properties that support the dimension, including infrastructure and interrelated events. Data management tools are as follows:

1) Network properties, such as network and storage units.
2) Private properties, such as wealth owners, and offending organs.
3) Computer properties, such as documents and software. Events relevant to the resource security aspect include identification, designation and recognition of essential assets.

C. P-dimension

P-dimension is a mechanism that governs the dimension. Threat risk assessment and monitoring is carried out through processes such as preparation and start-up, architecture, growth and deployment, operation, maintenance, and disposal of the IS life cycle.
4. Methodology

To order to resolve the above-listed problems, IoT risk management should be used to select the right approach to maintain the IoT banking ecosystem at a reduced rate. There are many IoT risk assessment methodologies, but they all aim to answer the following questions:

1) **What needs to be covered by this?**
2) **Who / What are the risks and vulnerabilities?**
3) **What are the consequences if they have been harmed or lost?**
4) **What is the worth of the bank?**
5) **What can be done to mitigate the chance of failure or damage?**

The solution suggested is to make IoT protection based decisions using the vulnerability approach seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Risk management decision-making process.[21]](image)

Nearly every bank has informed users of the previous successful link to the Internet system. This dynamically analyzes the IP addresses of each active login and decides the country of origin of the IP address. If the user has signed in from various countries for the last 24 hours – the details on the last active international and local login IP addresses and counter is provided to him or her in the database [22]. Information that the customer will change his or her password immediately if he or she does not accept the login as their own. The trial lasted 30 days, as seen below:

**Table 1: Pattern of password change**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A complete number of users</th>
<th>Users signed in from various countries during the trial period</th>
<th>Users who changed their passwords following notification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. IoT Security Risk Management Model Proposed

Based on the Control Model Information Structure in IoT Control, this paper provides an enhanced IoT security risk management framework, as seen in Figure 4.

![Diagram of Proposed IoT Security Risk Management Model](image)

Figure 4: Proposed risk management of IoT security [23]

The risk-takers should be in a position to better appreciate the emerging security conditions that banking is facing by assessing and defining vulnerability and drawing on IoT Security Risk Management Dimensional Model. There will be appropriate security solutions developed to ensure that the risk of security is within an admissible range when it is outside the IoT threshold.
Building on an improved cyber technology risk management framework:

1) **Protecting the view of capital (R viewpoint)**

   All knowledge and its related structures, applications, and networks are essential tools in IT governance. This is important to identify, enforce, sustain, and improve the security of information assets to retain a competitive edge in the market, cash flow, competitiveness, enforcement, and commercial identity. The objective of the process for managing information security risk shall protect intelligence properties due to damages.

   Maximizing asset identification is key to connecting dots across a variety of tools to detect and respond to threats. SOC analysts need to be able to break through the alert clutter and empower the security team to detect known and unknown threats with a security platform that provides visibility across all environments.

2) **Analysis of the application of the goals of the organization of the information technology (S analysis)**

   Four types of IS security risk assessment priorities are strategic objective, market purpose, IS security purpose, and enforcement objective. The market goal is to be met by managerial oversight, corporate development, human resources administration, and organizational culture.

   Before it happens, the Bank must prepare for an IoT attack by developing policies and procedures based on established risk tolerance, document workflows to centrally manage investigations and remediation, and coordinate mission response. This provides a repeatable process to triage the incident cross-functionally with coordinated, well-defined plans that reduce effort and complexity.

3) **IS life-cycle method**

   Specific security concerns will emerge at each stage in the life-cycle of the communication network and would entail assistance for risk control. Risk control is a comprehensive process that is being introduced in the various stages of the lifecycle of the information system which can be achieved through risk control mechanisms such as risk management strategy and risk assessment.

   Centralize IoT management of incidents across functional silos inside and outside the bank's "glass walls" to ensure consistent, coordinated, and automated responses. This centralization allows stakeholders to have a unique view of "what the risk is," "how bad it is," "what is affected" and "what is done to address it," enabling department leadership to make better mission decisions to minimize the impact on them.

6. **Conclusion**
There are many different IoT Security Risk Management Frameworks and best practices that are very useful and necessary to make the IoT environment healthier, so if IoT needs to be combined with protection, it's very important to use the most efficient IoT protection handling method. Based on the suggested strategy, IoT consumption, strict budgeting, and IoT protection issues can be addressed.
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